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VERNAZZA 
Smooth and flexible, pre-mixed trowel finish plaster 
formulated to provide a lustre finish over most commonly 
used building substrata.  

Description 
MAC Vernazza Fino is a pre-mixed trowel finish plaster based on acrylic polymer technology. It provides the 
appearance of cement based “concrete finishes” but with the benefit of improved flexibility and weather 
resistance. 

Benefits 
Look and feel of similar cement based “concrete finishes” 
Improved flexibility when compared to cement based finishes 
Improved resistance to water marks and weathering stains 
Can be tinted to an almost unlimited colour palette 
Perfect for interior and exterior application 

Composition 
Vernazza is manufactured using only the highest quality raw materials.  These include marble aggregates, selected 
fillers, mould growth inhibitors bound with a premium grade pure acrylic polymer emulsion. 
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Colour Range 
Vernazza is supplied in its natural form as an off-white paste but can be tinted to almost any colour from all popular 
ranges, from deep tones to pastels. Colours from proprietary ranges are predicted using our colour photo 
spectrometer.  MAC recommends colour and texture samples are signed-off by the client prior to application. 
Please note trowel finished products such as Vernazza will develop burnish marks from the trowel which will be 
more evident in lighter colours. This is a natural aspect of the product. MAC recommends approval of a sample 
prior to commencement of works. 

Prior to Application - A note on alkalinity 
Application of acrylic finishes over fresh cement based renders can lead to coating degradation caused as a 
result of high pH (alkalinity).  Acrylic finishes should not be applied over renders until the pH has fallen to 9 or less.  
This can take around 5 days or even longer. Application on renders with a pH greater than this may result in lime 
burn and other problems.  Render alkalinity can be checked by dampening the wall with distilled water and 
applying commonly available pH indicator paper. 

Suitable Substrata 
Vernazza is a superfine finish designed to be applied in thin multiple layers. Rough surfaces such as existing 
cement based renders should first be skim coated with a single coat of trowel-finished Macpatch Coarse (acrylic 
based patching compound) and allowed to dry. Macpatch Coarse should be trowel-finished to achieve a tightly 
packed surface which will provide the ideal base for the application of two thin coats of Vernazza. 

Vernazza can also be applied to the following substrata: 

Primed plasterboard (internal only) 
Primed fibre cement sheet 
Polystyrene cladding systems (take note of colour requirements with regard to LRV) 
Primed MDF (internal only) 

Application & finishing 
Prior to commencement of work, ensure a test panel has been completed and approved for both colour, texture, 
and surface finish.  Ensure that the substrate is clean, dry and free of any impurities that may compromise 
adhesion.  Apply only to smooth and level surfaces only. Ensure existing cement renders are brought to level and 
true condition prior to coating with a single trowel-finished coat of Macpatch Coarse prior to application of 
Vernazza. 

Vernazza is applied to the wall with a steel trowel at a thickness determined by the coarsest aggregates (approx. 
0.25 mm). Trowel thinly but as smoothly as possible, keeping ripples to minimum.  Always maintain a ‘wet-edge’.  
Do not apply in hot, windy conditions and avoid application in direct sunlight, especially on warmer days.  Material 
which is applied in warmer weather or in direct sunlight may skin over on the surface, making it difficult to achieve 
a smooth and uniform finish.  Once first coat has dried, small bumps and ripples can be scraped or sanded off to 
ensure a smoother second coat application. 

Allow the first thin coat to dry. Do not attempt to apply Vernazza in thick layers, or using a wet-on-wet 
technique. 

Apply second coat at around 0.25 mm and trowel as smooth as possible. Once material has hardened 
sufficiently, apply light pressure with the trowel, increasing steadily, to polish the surface to its final finish.  Mist 
lightly with water during finishing to lubricate surface and improve final finish if required.  

Tips for successful application 
Do not apply of finish in hot, windy conditions. 
Do not apply over 0.5 mm in thickness. 
Avoid application in direct sunlight, especially in warmer conditions. 
Apply wet-on-dry in thin coats only. Thick coats will skin over and may result in excessive shrinkage. 
Ensure sufficient trowel-hands available to complete wall areas being coated. 
Water can be atomised onto the surface to lubricate trowel and bring out fat in material which will aid in 
finishing. Do not allow water to run down wall whilst wet. Work excess water into wet coating. 
Use light pressure on trowel, gradually increasing, until material has dried hard enough for hard burnishing. 
Do not apply to horizontal surfaces where water can pond. Always provide adequate water run-off/drainage. 
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Supply & Packaging 
Vernazza Fino is supplied in both 5 and 15 litre plastic pails. 

Shelf life & Storeage 
Vernazza has a shelf life of 12 months when stored in a cool dry environment, out of direct sunlight with lid firmly 
sealed. 

Important Note: 
Melbourne Acrylic Coatings Victoria Pty Ltd, its staff and distributors will not accept responsibility for any failure 
caused as a result of factors beyond our control including but not limited to onsite handling, preparation or 
application of this product.  Application of this product should only be performed by qualified trades people trained 
in the use of this type of product. Information supplied in this publication is based on our testing and experience 
and is given in good faith.  Suitability of this product should be independently determined prior to use. MAC will not 
warrant job defects caused as a result of but not limited to, structural/substrate movement or entrapped moisture.
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